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Auckland Orienteering on the Web
NWOC

www.geocities.com/nwocnz

AOC

http://auckoc.tripod.com

OY results

http://homepages.paradise.net.nz/pebble/orienteering/

Orienteering news

www.maptalk.co.nz/

NZOF Homepage

www.nzorienteering.com

Sports photos

http://communities.msn.co.nz/actionshotz

MTB-Orienteering

www.mapsport.co.nz/mtbo/mtbo.html

Rogaining

www.mapsport.co.nz/rog/rogaine.html

Ski-Orienteering

www.mapsport.co.nz/skio/skio.html

The Auckland Orienteer is the magazine of the Auckland Orienteering Association
and incorporates articles from the Auckland Orienteering Club Inc., the North West
Orienteering Club Inc., and the Counties-Manukau Orienteering Club.
It is produced monthly and is available online from the NWOC homepage.
Other orienteering related publications are welcome to draw material from the AO
pages although credit is asked for both the author (when stated) and the AO.
Information for advertisers is available from the editor (details in Last Bits)
Cover: Phil Mellsop and Chris Gelderman make the Auckland Relays look very
easy. Tawharanui, 2002. Photo: Paul G

Editorial
A brief note this month. The Easter ANZAC Carnival preparations are in full swing
now, with the key organisers starting to feel the pressure! If you can lend a hand in
any way please contact your club Secretary who will be delighted to hear from you.
Please also consider whether you could take a turn editing this magazine. I can
offer my time for just one more edition after this, then really, that is it.
Paul Gilkison

Event Calendar
Please call club Secretaries for final
confirmation of these details:
A Auckland.
Nicola Kinzett 09 636 6224
CM Counties-Manukau.
Hilary Iles 09 235 2941
E Egmont.
Suzanne Scott 06 758 4468
H Hamilton.
Mike Baldwin 07 856 3887
NW North West.

Jill Smithies 09 838 7388
NOS National Orienteering Squad.
Rolf Wagner 09 427 8524
R Rotorua.
Peter Fitchett 07 345 6786
T Taupo
Alison Mensen 07 378 0577
WACO Waikato and Auckland Campus.
Phil Wood 09 634 8104
Wh Whangarei
Malcolm Mack 09 437 5161
big_mack@ihug.co.nz
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 Indicates Summer Series Event

March
Thu 13

A

 One Tree Hill / Cornwall Park, Manukau Rd – Starts 5.30 – 6.45pm

Sun 16
A
Percy’s Delight / Whose Game Sportident Trial #2
Woodhill forest. Head through Waimauku and turn into the forest at the headquarters
entrance (Restall Rd) and follow the signs to the event. It should be a most enjoyable event.
We’re going to try a new scheme – pre entry on the web. Go to the Auckland Club page,
click on the link to the entry page, fill it out and submit it. This does not commit you to
coming but allows us to get better prepared. If you don’t enter this way you may still come
along and compete. We’ll just get this information from you on the day. It is our second trial
with the Sportident timing system so again it would be great if we could get a big crowd to
test it (and us) out.
Sun 23

CM

Promotional - call Hilary Iles 09 235 2941 for details

Sun 30
NW
Score 1 - Weiti - Beez Kneez
11am mass start (map issue 10.50)
Directions: East Coast Bays Rd, just 10 min north of Oteha Valley Rd intersection. The
closest forest map to central Auckland. Adjacent to the area being used for Day 1 of the
ANZAC Carnival
Setter/Controller Roel Michels and Trevor Murray

April
Sat 5 – Sun 6
PAPO Canterbury Orienteering Championships 2003
Day 1 - Canterbury Championships (and South Island Challenge 3)
Day 2 – South Island Challenge 4
For enquiries contact the coordinator
Robert Whitla 03 342 9015 rwhitla@xtra.co.nz
Sun 6

CM

Promotional - call Hilary Iles 09 235 2941 for details

Sat 12 – Sun 13
H North Island Secondary Schools Championships 2003
Information is being sent to all secondary schools via regional sports
offices, and will also be sent to all North Island clubs.
Contact Mike Baldwin 07 856 3887 mikeb@waikato.ac.nz
Sun 13
NW
Score 2 - Kaipara Knolls
Last use of the forest before further felling - last Auckland forest run before the Nationals
Setter/Controller Bert Chapman and Rob Garden
Fri 18

A

Warm up event

Sat 19

A

Nationals classic champs

Sun 20

A

NZ Short O champs. Park race

Mon 21

A

Relay champs

Thu 24

NW

Multi day Classic event – Weiti – IOF Ranking

Setter: Geoff Mead Controller: Paul Gilkison (Rob Crawford for the Elite courses)
Coordinator: Pip Poole Ph 445 4306 psquared@iconz.co.nz
Event to use a section of the Weiti Forest remapped by Mike Beveridge.
Access via Stillwater Reserve. Sealed road all the way! Note that Weiti Forest is
embargoed prior to the event (with the exception of Score Series 1 that will use one section
of Beez Kneez)
Fri 25

NW

Multi day Classic event - Spaghetti Soup (South Woodhill)

Sat 26

NW

Multi day Classic event - Stag's Roar (South Woodhill)

Sun 27

NW

Multi day Classic event - Turkey Ridge (South Woodhill)
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May
Sat 3

Rotorua marathon

Sun 4

CM

Promotional

Thu 8

All

Sec School Relay Champs Park

Sun 11

NW

Score 3

Thu 15

CM

Intermediate School Champs

Sun 18

??

Promotional

Wed 21

AOC

Auckland Secondary School Champs

Sun 25

NW

Score 4

Sat 31

Queen’s Birthday

June
Sun 1

Queen’s Birthday

Mon 2

Queen’s Birthday

Sun 8

NW

Score 5

Lisa’s North West News
It’s great to be back in Woodhill Forest after the
summer break and to have the opportunity to
dust off the rusty navigational skills on maps
that can be rather unforgiving of poor technique
and lazy compass skills. Thank you to the
Gelderman family for excellent courses on
Kaipara Knolls and Knobbly Knees.
Sportident has arrived and with it, a whole new
pastime of analysing splits and having one’s
errors (and triumphs) highlighted in graphs for
the whole orienteering fraternity to view.
Providing courses with Sportident control units
may initially be a steep learning curve for
course setters, but will ultimately benefit our
sport and keep it up with the times – Now we
just need Virtual Spectator , like yachting!
Just now is an expensive time for orienteers:$50pp Sportident finger sticks, Easter/Anzac
entry fees and soon club membership fees, all
adding up to over $650 for a small family. Still
cheaper than sailing or golf or equestrianism and you get to burn up many more calories!

Gelderman has mapped an extension to the
home paddock ( Slater Road map).
Coming up is the annual Katoa Po night relays
near Taupo, which is always a great social
occasion. We hope to finally wrest the prize for
club spirit/ noise/ theme from Hawkes Bay O
Club. We have 40 people competing in 5 and 7
man teams.

People
Making the most of “retirement” are Peter
Godfrey and Bert Chapman, who travel out to
Woodhill a couple of times a week for training –
let’s hope for results at Easter!
Mark Lawson made his annual pilgrimage to
compete in the rugged Kaweka Challenge and
came 6th in the long one-day solo classic race
(Course 1). Congratulations.

A successful BBQ evening was held on
Devonport’s North Head in February and our
social organisers have other plans afoot (or
afloat?)

Also competing this year in the one-day solo on
course 3 were Sam Murphy and dad, Patrick
Murphy, who went along to keep an eye on
Sam. Or perhaps it was the other way around?!
Sam did very well indeed in this tough event to
come 27th out of 110 finishers in 5 hr 16
minutes, while Patrick finished in a more
leisurely fashion 3 hours later.

Mike Beveridge has almost completed the
remap of Weiti Station and will revise the
Beautiful Hills map (many new tracks and some
logging in recent times). It is hoped that the
Aspins will remap Pulpit Rock and Marquita

Three W45 club members recently completed
an excellent 4-day tramp in the Richmond
Range, behind Nelson and I’m happy to report
that there was complete consensus on all
navigational decisions, and all three were fit
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and fast. The Easter champs should be
interesting!
Next club meeting: This will be our AGM, to
be held on Sunday 16 March at 1.30pm on the
Percy’s Delight/Whose Game map, following
the morning event. Please try and run early so
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that you can support the club at the AGM. Let
Jill Smithies or Paul Gilkison know if you would
like to volunteer or be nominated for a
committee position – newcomers are always
welcome.

Lisa Mead

Auckland Chatter
Well, this month I have no amusing stories,
gossip or lies about club members, as we’ve all
got our heads down working on the end of the
Summer Series, getting SPORTident up and
running, Sportident trials at Woodhill and
preparations for the Easter-ANZAC carnival.
It’s a bit like the twelve days of Christmas with
1 SPORTident system
1 Summer series
2 Sportident trials
3 setters setting
4 Controllers controlling
and 5 visitors…….
……………………………
And Katoa Po and a re-elay.
We are quietly celebrating our first Sportident
trial, which went well considering the numbers
of people we were dealing with all of whom
turned up on the day rather than the situation of
pre-entry we will have at Easter. It was a great
practice for us under some pressure. Thanks
all for your patience. We are currently getting
the splits printer connected and running for the
second trial on Sunday March 16th. (Travel

directions - via SH 16 to Carter Holt Harvey
forest headquarters, which is north of
Waimauku. The event will be signposted from
the Forest HQ turnoff into Restall Road.)
Welcome to our new members Elizabeth
Pascall, Hamish Neale, Jenny Andrew and
Malcolm Gawn. We look forward to getting to
know you at all of the events coming up.
Please all note that we will need the help of all
club members attending the Nationals to run
them successfully. Your stint won’t take long
and it’s a good chance to get to know fellow
club members and a considerable proportion of
the rest of the New Zealand orienteering
community in this case. I will be sending an email out around everyone about it soon. Ian
Sydenham and some others will be phoning
you about it as well.
Well that’s all for now. Don’t forget to send in
your entries for the Easter Anzac Carnival –
due by Friday 21st March and your club
subscriptions if you haven’t already.
Happy training

Nicola Kinzett

Have you got your
entry in?
Don’t Delay!
EASTER/ANZAC CARNIVAL
Entries as of 8 March
(80 Competitors)
Warm-up
60
Classic
74
Short
72

U-Short
Relay
ANZAC Day 1
ANZAC Day 2
ANZAC Day 3
ANZAC Day 4

43
42
54
56
56
56
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Lisa Mead showing off boots that have finally
made it back in fashion this year… Photo Gary
Farquhar
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Perfect New Zealand
www.orienteeringonline.net
Well, many words have been spent about
where is the perfect place to have winter
training camp. Many of you have been to
Spain, Portugal, Italy... Some of you have
explored Slovenia. And some of you have
been to New Zealand. Man, you must have
had a great time. I mean, in January they
don't have a mild winter, like in southern
Europe. Yeah, mild winters are cool, but in
NZ they have... well, SUMMER!! They did
teach you about that in school, didn't they?
And terrain? Looks perfect. If I was rich, I
certainly would go to New Zealand from
time to time. It's not hard to understand
Carsten Jorgenssen, who spends his winters on the islands of this country.

Kidz Kontrol
Hi everyone. If you didn’t make it to Katoa Po night
relays this year,
make sure you get
your parents to put
it in the calendar
for next time! It was nice and
dark in a couple of the gullies in
leg 1, so everyone should take
a torch or headlamp. It’s a
great race, and excellent fun
camping out for the night.
Staying up until 2am was OK,
but makes the OY race pretty
tiring on the Sunday!
HBOC didn’t quite come
through this year with their
Not many Katoa Po orienteers avoided Hawaiian Beach theme, nor did
being shot at by Tristan “Wyatt Earp” the Wild North West - instead
Ware and his posse at least once the prize went to Rotorua with
“Harry Potter”. Sarah
during the night… Photo Gary F.
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SPORTident

has
now
become a working reality on the Auckland
orienteering scene. We of course need to
trial it before the big events of the Easter
ANZAC Carnival. There are 2 trials
planned and the possibility of another
when the performance of the first 2 have
been reviewed.
The first one was held on 23rd February at
Pot Luck and the next is on the 16th March
at Goblin country. The first trial proved to
be a success with 165 "entries" over 9
courses. This event was part of the
secondary schools ‘series’ and so the
numbers were a bit larger than we had
expected, about half the numbers we will
have at the nationals themselves. The
pressure this number placed on us as
organisers for an enter on the day event,
has highlighted a couple of issues.
We will be improving the process of how
you enter for future events. Some
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hardware issues on the day prevented
competitors from getting their split times as
they finished. We hope to have this up and
running at the next trial.
As to the results it is on the web for all to
see. Follow the link to the event and see
how you performed against your fellow
competitors
http://www.winsplits.nu/online/english/
default.asp?event=2209
There will be more results in this easy to
read format in the future.
SPORTident as a product appears to be
quite robust and handled all the changes,
mistakes and corrections that we needed
to make on the day. As we use it more and
others get a chance to "drive" the software,
I am sure SPORTident will become second
nature to all orienteers. There will be
training sessions available to show people
how it all works and a variety of people will
be asked if they would like to help operate
it. Do not be surprised if you get asked.
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Please remember that we need to know
your SPORTident tag number and which
course you are going to run at an event. If
you change your mind you must tell the
organisers before you start your courses,
otherwise when you finish you will be
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disappointed by a MP (miss-punch). Not a
big problem for the trials but at OY's it
could mean a DNF.
We look forward to seeing you all at the
next trial.
Craig Pearce

$2).
From each entry $2 will be kept for prizes.
Spot prizes will be drawn at each event as
See the Calendar for event dates.
well as winners' prizes in each category. A
Each event has a mass start at 11am. major prize draw will also take place at
You have 1 hour to find as many control the last event. Anyone who has attended
points as you can. Allow plenty of time to any of the 5 events will be eligible for the
register and prepare (we suggest not later major prize, with one chance for each
than 10:30). Bring a pen.
event attended. There will
Maps will be available 10
be 5 special prizes along
minutes before the start
with the major prize (a
(10:50) so you can plan
Moountain Bike again!)
your optimal route.
Upon registering the first
27 controls will be out
time you will receive an ID
there, numbered from 1 to
number which will be used
27 to coincide with the
in all prize draws.
numbers on the controls in
For those not interested in
the forest and the
a mass start event it will be
numbers on the clipcard
possible to design your
boxes.
own course using the score
Controls 1 to 9 are worth 2
event controls. This will be
points, 10 - 18 3 points, 19
a self-service arrangement
- 27 4 points. There is a
as at the summer series.
penalty of 2 points for
People will still be eligible
every minute you are late
for prizes as long as they
back. Bring a watch!
are back in time for the
Controls 1 - 9 are of The major score series prize for prize giving (and have
"yellow" standard (easy), 2003 will again be a mountain bike. entered the draw).
10 - 18 "orange" (medium
White (children's) courses
difficulty), and 19 - 27 "red" (difficult).
will be set at each event.
All maps are pre-marked.
Coaching will be available at all events
Categories: Open men/women, veteran especially after the prize giving for those
men/women (>40yrs), super veterans who wish to go out into the field again with
(>60), best newcomer (first year a coach.
orienteer), Secondary Schools Junior Barbecued sausages, cold drinks and
Intermediate and Senior men/women.
chocolate bars will be on sale at each of
Cost: $10 seniors, $7 juniors (<18 yrs). the events.
Includes forest access fees, gate fees, Look forward to seeing you there,
map and prizes. The prize contribution is
Rob Garden
optional. (If you don't want to participate in
the spot prize draw, the cost is reduced by

North West Orienteering Club
Score Series
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Interview with Fredrik Löwegre
Nov 2002 - www.orienteeringonline.net
Fredrik Löwegren is pretty well known to all of
you, who follow the international orienteering.
He is one of the few world's full time orienteers. A member or Lidingö orienteering club
and a member of Swedish A team. And, of
course, a current leader on the IOF's World
ranking list!
Hello Fredrik! Are you tired after a tough
season? Are you satisfied with results? The
season must have been tough for you, since
the cycling accident...
Well, it has been a tough season with many
competitions, but since it has been interrupted
by injuries and thereby not the results I had
hoped for, I'm already very much looking
forward to the next season. I ran very well in
Sweden during the spring despite the knee
injury from the bike accident. The WC in Belgium/Switzerland was OK for me. But then I
injured my foot during the classic race in Norway and after that I haven't been able to run
that much. Just before leaving for the EOC I
had doubts about whether to go or not. Regarding that, I'm happy finishing sixth in the classic
race, even though my goals were higher.
You are a professional orienteer. Could you
please describe for our readers a typical day
in your life, when you're at home, in top
training?
As a professional orienteer I cannot devote all
my time to orienteering unfortunately. Basically, I have my own business in orienteering. I
spend a lot of time searching for and keeping in
contact with sponsors, visiting companies,
prepare for holding lectures etc. The advantage
is that I can give priority to the training and do
the rest of the work at times that suites me the
best.
A typical day for me starts at 8 am, training
9.30-12.30 am, lunch and then work, meetings
etc 2-5 pm and then training again at 6 pm.
When did you start with orienteering? Were
you a successful junior runner?
I started running orienteering when I was eight
years old and I started to achieve good results
at the age of 14-15. I have a JWOC gold from
Berlin 1991 and two bronze medals from the
JWOC in Jyväskylä 1992.
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What do you think are the most important
characteristics of a top orienteer?
As in all endurance sports, you need the talent
to stand a lot of hard training without being
injured.
Do you think it is possible to become a top
orienteer at the age of, let's say, 30, not being
an exceptional junior runner before?
Yes, definitely, with goal oriented training and
a long-term commitment. You don't become a
world class runner over one winter.
How and when did you decided to become a
pro?
When I didn't manage to qualify for the WOC
in Scotland in 1999, I started to realize that
maybe it wasn't feasible after all to combine a
full time job with a try to become a world
champion in orienteering. I made the decision
to train on full time for four years with a new
coach (Anders Gärderud). So, I quit my job
without having one single sponsor.
Are you satisfied with your financial situation? Where does the largest part of your
salary come from? Is it your club, the state
or the sponsors?
I manage. Of course, I would like to have some
more money to spend on training camps and
alike. Now I sometimes have to think about
whether I can afford it or not. The main part of
the financial support comes from my sponsors.
My club IFK Lidingö supports me in a good
way and I also have some support from the
Swedish orienteering federation, SOFT. Sadly,
in Sweden it's only the Olympic athletes that
receive economic support from the state.
A funny question, but I'm interested in it...
Do you know about your aerobic capacity V02 max? How tall are you and how much
do you weight?
I am 1.85m tall, my weight is 77kg and the
V02max is about 73mmol/kg.
Does Swedish team cooperate a lot with
sport scientists physiologists? Do you plan
your training all by yourself, or do you have
an assistant/coach?
The national team coach Göran Andersson
made studies during his time with the British
national team, we are now continuing that
research. The physical training has been
slightly neglected in Swedish orienteering the
last years, so I welcome a sharper focusing on
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that area.
I've had Anders Gärderud, Olympic gold medallist in the 3000m steeplechase from Montreal
1976, as my coach for the last three years. Next
year he will be the new coach for the Norwegian national team, which means I'll go back to
being my own coach. But of course, I'll keep
the contact with Anders.
How many hours per week do you train, or
how many hours have you logged last year?
This season will count 570 hours of training.
How do you train for leg strength, just running terrain and hills, or do you do some
specific exercises?
A couple of years ago, I trained leg strength
with free weights. Unfortunately, that gave me
problems with the back of my thighs, so now I
do that to a very limited extent. On the other
hand, I have increased the running in hilly
terrain as a preparation for WOC in Switzerland.
Do you run any road races? Do you know
your times on the track (any distance)?
I try to run a few road races every year, but it's
difficult to squeeze them in due to the orienteering competition programme being too tight.
I'm not known as a fast roadrunner, I do 10km a
bit under 32 min.
Which approach is "more yours":
"Orienteering is fun" or "Orienteering is my
life"?
Since I have my living in orienteering, I suppose I have to say that orienteering is my life!
In yearly statistics, how large part of your
training is Orienteering technique?
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It's not so much, this year it was even less due
to injuries, about 15%.
If you could start your O-career from the
beginning, what (if anything) would you do
differently?
I would train more as a junior, by then I was
thinking in a manner far too shortsighted.
If tomorrow for any reason you had to stop
doing orienteering, do you have a clear picture of what would you be doing in your life?
No, but as a person that loves to compete,
maybe I would find another sport to compete
in. After the elite career I hope I'll be able to
give something back to the sport of orienteering
as a coach.
Is this the first time you heard of OrienteeringOnline?
It is, actually.
For the end a silly (not answerable :-)) question again: Orienteering is X% head and
Y% legs. In your opinion, how much is X
and how much is Y?
It's 50/50, if you're orienteering technique isn't
good enough, you're chanceless. If you're not a
good enough runner, you're chanceless. Then,
of course, there are some runners having their
advantage in orienteering while others are
better at running.
Fredrik, thank you very much for your
kindness. OO wishes you a lot of success!!
And as few injuries as possible.
Thank you
Interview by Ivan Nagy

Training Tips
Try SportsInjuryClinic.net, the Virtual Sports Injury
Clinic. www.sportsinjuryclinic.net
Virtual Therapist: Just click where it hurts and answer a
few questions for a 'virtual diagnosis' of over 100 sports
injuries. Answer a few questions about the causes and
symptoms and you will be directed quickly to the sports
injury information that is relevant.
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SPORTident Trial II
‘Percy’s Delight / Whose Game’ –
Woodhill Forest : Sunday 16th March
All orienteers are welcome to come and
enjoy the challenges of the ‘Percy’s
Delight / Whose Game’ area and to experience the new SPORTident
electronic control system.
This event is the second SI training opportunity for the 2003 CHH Easter
ANZAC Orienteering Carnival and Nationals’ Championships, and is
again a familiarization test of the electronic system for those involved in
the organization of the Carnival. The terrain at this event will be similar
to some of that you will experience at the Easter-ANZAC Carnival.
Over 200 orienteers participated in the first successful SI trial. Several
improvements will be added for the second event. Check the AOC
website (http://auckoc.tripod.com) for pre-entry possibilities (saves time
at on-the-day registration), up-to-date course descriptions and for access
to ‘WinSplits Online’, your complete split analysis programme (check
out SI trial I splits and graphs available now).
7 courses will be available (Distances (km) are approximate only: Red –
XLong (10), Long (6), Med (4.5), Short (3); Orange (4); Yellow (2.5) and
White (1.5). Start times will be between 10:00 and 12:00.
Entry is signposted from SH 16 from the main Woodhill Forest
headquarters entrance (Restall Rd).
Fees (these fees include the $3 per person CHH forest entry fee and the
NZOF levy (25%)).
Seniors
$8
Juniors
$4
Family max
$20
E-card hire
$2 per e-card
The E-card hire fee is reduced for this training event. If you have already
purchased your own e-card then of course you do not need to hire one but
you need to give your e-card number at registration. Personal e-cards
will be available at cost for $50 and can then be used at the Carnival and
at any future event in NZ or overseas that uses the SPORTident system.
Over 120 people already have their own e-card. For further information
about the event or e-cards contact Rob Jessop (r.jessop@auckland.ac.nz
or 3737599 ext 85220) or Joanna Stewart (j.stewart@auckland.ac.nz or
3737599 ext 86360).
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The Superseries is On
Again!
The orienteering Superseries was invented
last year by the national squad to provide
more competition within New Zealand.
With the majority of international
competitions in Europe or Scandinavia, and
the World Championship moving from a 2yearly to an annual basis, it is clear that we
can’t contest every World Championship. We
have to use competition in Australia to a
greater extent, and build up local
competition.
First up is a transition Superseries which will
run from April to June. This prepares the way
for a spring-through-autumn system which
better fits the elite preparation cycle, and the
likely suitable events. The 2003 transition
series will consist of:
•

Round 1 Apr 5-6 Canterbury Champs
Craigmore and SI Challenge #4
Tekapo

•

Round 2 April 18-27 New Zealand
Champs Classic, Short and Park;
Anzac Day 1 and Anzac overall result;
all near Auckland

Round 3 May 31-Jun 1 Park Race
Masterton and Winter Classic long,
multi-loop race Wairarapa.
A simplified points system will be used based
only on placing and will allow instant update
of the points table. In this scale, a win and a
third is worth more than two seconds, placing
a premium on the orienteer who can pull
something out of the bag when it counts.
Competitors can drop the worst two of their 9
scores.
And in a new development there will be a
concurrent regional competition based on the
points of the top four men and two women
from each region. The regions for this
purpose will be based on Auckland,
Wellington and the South Island, with team
members expected to come up with excitingsounding names. The line between the
Auckland and Wellington regions is E-W
through the middle of Lake Taupo.
While team results have been heavily
weighted towards the “home” region, travel
•
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assistance is expected to bolster numbers.
Last year the South Island predictably would
have won the rounds held at the National
and Canterbury Champs, Auckland the QB
and Auckland Champs rounds, and at
Labour Weekend (Manawatu) the honours
would have been split. Overall Auckland
would have won by just 4 points out of 530.
However the rumoured move of key
performers Jason Markham and Rachel
Smith to Wellington might bring the southern
North Island into contention, and of course
new players are advancing from the junior
ranks all the time.
Rachel Smith was last year’s women’s
winner by a huge margin, although she didn’t
have it her own way especially during the
early rounds in the Mackenzie Country, when
she was beaten by Penny Kane and
Marquita Gelderman. Although not in the
national squad, Gelderman is still capable of
pushing others down the score table. So is
Tania Robinson, who didn’t run any of the
Superseries but showed at the CD Champs
that she is as capable as ever. Unfortunately
Wellington doesn’t have any elite women at
present, with Kane studying at Otago Uni
and Antonia Wood still affected by a chronic
fatigue problem.
Karl Dravitzki was run a close race in 2002
by Mark Lawson, in fact under the new points
system Lawson would have won. But in the
larger mens fields there are a number of
other runners who will be a threat: Stu Barr
for example (who was third), Bruce McLeod if
he chooses to run any of the races, or
Danish star Carsten Jorgensen if he is in the
country. Jason Markham missed most of the
events while overseas and will make an
impact, and three-times Irish rep Bill
Edwards is still competitive in elite. The
series is open to all M and W21E entrants
whether in the national squad or not.
The inclusion of two sprint-length park races
as well as the short-distance could bring up
some new stars from the younger elites. Bryn
Davies and Ross Morrison, who are still
juniors, were 8th and 9th last year for
example. And with the final a long-distance
Winter Classic which is traditionally on the
rugged side there’s a chance for an older
orienteer with endurance and experience to
pick up points.
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The competition website will have links from the NZ website, Maptalk and MAPsport so you can
keep up with progress even if you’re not there. There will be information about the athletes as
well as the competition. The series will be supported by NZ Endurance Magazine and NZ
Orienteering, and coordinated by MAPsport Services under the federation’s Silva Development
Programme. Watch this space! Michael Wood
2002 Superseries Results Simulation
(Using the New Points System and discarding the worst 2)
1

Men
Mark Lawson 96 (actual 2nd)

Women
Rachel Smith 132

Regions
Auckland 530

2

Karl Dravitzki 91 (actual 1st)

Penny Kane 74 (actual 4th)

South Island 526

3

Stu Barr 62

Lisa Frith 71 (actual 2nd)

Wellington 284

NZOF SITUATIONS VACANT
The following new position for 2003 is now open
DEVELOPMENT OFFICER
Applications are invited for the position of NZOF Development Officer. The position is a oneyear contract and is remunerated.
The role of the Development Officer is to assist affiliated clubs to develop strategies to increase
participation in orienteering and strengthen club membership, as well as actively managing the
implementation of strategies developed.
The position requires an experienced orienteer with sufficient time to devote to the role, and will
require travel within New Zealand, including staying in regions for a period of one to three weeks.
An understanding of orienteering development and administration is essential. As the role requires
significant contact with orienteering clubs, schools and other organisations associated with sport
development, excellent communication skills are required as well as an ability to develop strong
relationships. An ability to comprehend, evaluate and analyse information is also essential.
Applications close 15 April.
A full job description is available from NZOF General Manager, Stuart Payne, 171A Fifield Tce,
Christchurch 8002. Ph (03) 337 2275 Email: nzof@nzorienteering.com

OTHER VACANCIES
COACHING DIRECTOR
This is a one-year contract appointment, remunerated for approximately one-day a week, for which
the primary role is to identify the needs and priorities of orienteering coaching within New
Zealand. A dedicated “coaching” email address is provided.
The applicant should have coaching experience and qualifications but the emphasis is on
identifying needs and coordinating services to meet them. The Coaching Director is therefore
encouraged to contract in specialised services rather than trying to undertake all coaching delivery
themselves. Assistance will be available for a transition period from the previous Coaching
Director, Jan Davies.

PRIMARY SCHOOL COORDINATOR
The primary role of the position is to foster and promote the Kiwisport orienteering programme in
primary and intermediate schools. The emphasis is on establishing and maintaining a network of
people who will train teachers to implement the programme.
The main tasks are to: establish contacts with clubs (encouraging them to have a Kiwisport
officer), develop a positive (supporting) relationship with regional sports councils; and promote
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the development of kiwisport orienteering in new areas (determining the regions to be
concentrated on).

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
A vacancy exists on the NZOF Technical Committee. This is a two-year appointment.
Applications must be supported by the nominee’s club and regular access to email communication
is essential.
The committee is responsible for producing a calendar of major events and the maintenance of
technical standards by way of competition rules, event controlling, mapping and course planning.
Job descriptions for the above positions are also available, as per for the Development Officer.

Letters


On 4 February we sent the NZOF the following
and asked that it be circulated to clubs for their
information. We thought clubs should receive
the earliest notification of amendments we will
be moving to the new constitution at the NZOF
AGM. As it hasn't been circulated yet we
thought we would circulate it ourselves.
1.

2.

3.

That a new section 7 a iv be added "to
receive and approve the budget for the
current year" and that the subsequent
subsections of rule 7 be renumbered
accordingly.
That a new section 7 a ix (or 7 a x if
amendment 1 is passed) be added "to
receive and approve any amendments to
the competition rules" and that the
subsequent subsections of rule 7 be
renumbered accordingly.
That rule 9 be amended from "a Council
meeting" to "an AGM"

RATIONALE:
1.

2.

slow is actually an advantage in that
quick changes are more likely to cause
problems than staying with known
problems until the next AGM.

Dear Club Secretary and President

It was thought that the budget should
always be presented so that the
membership can clearly see the plans of
Council. This will lead to greater
ownership of those plans and hopefully to
more club support for them.
(and 3) It was felt that the actual
competition rules are the one thing that
all orienteers really care about and
therefore all should have a say in any
changes. Greater and wider debate
should ensure any potential flaws are
picked up before changes are made. Any
argument that an AGM process is too

Regards
Bruce Collins
Secretary - Dunedin Orienteering Club Inc



Dear O– Friend!

We invite you to
a high class short distance orienteering event
in Urjala (Forssa), Finland on June 12(Thu),
2003 - FORSSA PHONE GAMES.
The Forssa Phone Games will be organized for
the tenth time. This year, The Games will be
also a World Ranking Event(WRE), and a Park
World Tour Europe-Ranking to Asia-PWT.
The Games have become a notable
orienteering event that attracts top orienteers
from all over the world as well as national
(usual) competitors.
Almost all classes. Last year there were more
than 1200 registered participants from 14
countries. The Games are also known for
valuable prizes, ex. high class mobile phones.
The Forssa Phone Games will be organized on
Thursday evening before the Jukola relay in
Sulkava on June 14-15, 2003. Perhaps it fits
into the program of your national team? Would
you please inform all orienteers in your country
about the Games. The Games will offer an
excellent chance to compete with other elite
orienteers around the world.
For further information, please look at
www.surffi.net/lhr, or contact Mr. Timo Rapakko
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Rasti

On behalf of the organizing clubs Urjalan
Urheilijat and Lounais-Hämeen
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Timo Rapakko

Bulletin Board
Announcing the

COLONIAL ROGAINE
5 AND 10HR ROGAINE, SAT 12 APRIL 03
A unique Physical and Mental Challenge, where Brain can Triumph
over Brawn!
To be held over a 100sq.km area from Makara to Titahi Bay, and between Takarau Gorge/Ohariu Valley and Wellington's wild west coast.
Mainly farmland with spectacular views to the South Island, and some
interesting tracks through pine forest and native bush near the start.
Orienteering Hutt Valley has pioneered rogaining in New Zealand, running over half of the 52 events since the first one in Belmont Regional
Park in 1991. You can be assured of a great event.
Further information from the course planner Tony Gazley,
Ph 04 478 3491, or Michael Wood Ph 04 566 2645. Additional info will
be posted on the RogaineNZ website which also has lots of useful
background. www.mapsport.co.nz/rog/rogaine.html

Situation vacant - AOA Statistician.
Job description
- obtain the results from the OY events.
- confirm with clubs that the competition entrants are current members
- calculate points for each event based on the formula
- print reports of current OY standings and display at each OY
for further details please contact Keith Stone pebble@paradise.net.nz
or
phone (09) 424-2640
If you wish to apply for the job please contact Jill Smithies
smifam@ihug.co.nz or phone 838-7388.
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NEW EDITOR REQUIRED!!
I really am serious this time! I need someone to take
over the reins as Editor of the Auckland Orienteer.
The publication deserves more attention than I am able
to give it, and unless we find a volunteer from amongst
our numbers, the last magazine will be April 2003.
If anyone would be prepared to give it a go, PLEASE do
not hesitate! Call me on (09) 445 4306
Thanks, Paul Gilkison

SPORTident E Cards
These are available for purchase, $50 each.
The first event using this system is 23rd February so NOW
is the time to buy. Most events in our region will use this
timing system from now on and all competitors, on all
courses will need an E card. They will be available for hire
at events, pre Easter at $2, subsequently at $3, but if you
are planning to orienteer in the Auckland region, or overseas, it is certainly economical to buy one now. It is also of
benefit to the Auckland and North West Clubs if you buy
your own as it is going to be a very big financial commitment for the clubs to own lots of these cards for hire. The
$50 is what it has cost the Auckland Club to import the
cards so they are likely to be more expensive once the club
hands over the sale of this equipment to a commercial concern.
Please send $50 per card to
Joanna Stewart
Treasurer, Auckland Orienteering Club
38A Glendowie Rd
Auckland 5
Or purchase one at any Summer Series event.
Enquires, Joanna or Alistair ph 5755695
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Last Bits
Next Issue: April 2003 [NOTE: last issue April 2003
unless a replacement Editor is found!]
Please send your editorial contributions to Paul Gilkison, 12
Albert Rd, Devonport, or email psquared@iconz.co.nz. tel
09 445 4306, to arrive before 5 April.
Distribution
If you change your address (and still wish to have this
magazine reach you!), please contact your club
membership officer or Andrew Bell tel 09 411 7166 or email
the.bells@xtra.co.nz.

Orienteering in the
Auckland region is
supported by:
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Welcome to the
Easter ANZAC Orienteering Carnival
18-27 April 2003

Program
Easter ANZAC Orienteering Carnival
Friday 18 April Warm up / Model
►Saturday 19 April National Championships - Classic event South Woodhill
►Sunday 20 April am National Short O Championships South Woodhill
Sunday 20 April pm Ultra Short / Park Race Auckland City
Monday 21 April National Relay Championships Murawai (South Woodhill)
Tuesday 22 April No orienteering
Wednesday 23 April No orienteering / Mapping Conference
►Thursday 24 April Day 1 of 4 Day event Weiti
Friday 25 April Day 2 of 4 Day event Spaghetti Soup (South Woodhill)
Saturday 26 April Day 3 of 4 Day event Stag's Roar (South Woodhill)
Sunday 27 April Day 4 of 4 Day event Turkey Ridge (South Woodhill)
►World Ranking status

Sender:
Auckland Orienteering Association
847 Old North Road, RD2 Waimauku

The

Auckland

